performances of Shakespeare's plays are in part spoiled for A village me by their unimaginative handling, by the inevitable repeti- kail tion of period dresses. No figure is more tiresome than the decorated stage Elizabethan courtier. I can think of but one stage figure so completely realized as to remain a permanent character, identified with Shakespeare, Falstaff's. Yet the pantomime has given us two figures which have become universal —the Harlequin and the Clown. I think of the inventive fertility of the seventeenth-century production of Corneille's and Racine's classical tragedies, the fantastic mingling of Roman breastplate and buskin with the high perruques and baroque feathers of the court of the Roi Soldi. In the paintings at Morley College there is something of this entertaining spirit. The final result was so attractive that when Sir Joseph Duveen saw the paintings completed, I must not hesitate, he declared, to approach him when I had another such scheme in view. Alas, great men's promises are not always remembered! When, five years later, the headmaster of a secondary school at Brockley wrote to ask whether I could help him to get the walls of the school hall decorated, and Cyril Mahoney generously volunteered, with the help of some of his students, to carry out a series of mural paintings there, I applied to Lord Duveen; he had now bigger irons in the fire.
During 1932 Vaughan Nash, formerly Vice-Chairman of the Rural Industries Bureau, wanted the village hall at Wood Green near Salisbury, where he now lived, to be decorated with paintings. A small sum only was available, in part provided by the Carnegie Trust, most of which would be spent on living and travelling expenses. Nevertheless, two young artists, Edward Payne and Robert Baker, gallantly volunteered. They threw themselves heart and soul into the work; both had imagination and a feeling for country life. Into their designs they introduced the local farmers, their wives and children, their cottages and gardens, horses and cows, and the local landscape. Miss Elizabeth Haldane, through whose interest the Carnegie Trustees were supporting the 91

